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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to set forth the general

policies and practices that guide the operations of the American
Society of Criminology (hereinafter referred to as the
"Societyw). These policies and practices have evolved since the
Society's inception in 1941 through the Executive Board's
decisions and interpretations of the Constitution and By-Laws,
the ultimate guides for all Society members.
The manual is not designed to restrict the hands of incoming
Officers or Counselors, but rather to provide current and future
Executive Boards with some understanding of the policies in

(

effect when each Board convenes.

Since every Executive Board has

the prerogative and, indeed, the responsibility to set policies
for the Society, the policies and practices noted herein may
change.

Thus, preparation of this manual is an iterative process

that should be pursued continuously.

The intent of this manual

is to provide guidance for future Executive Boards to continue to
build a strong, well-organized Society.

The sources of information for this manual include the
.

.

Constitution and By-Laws, minutes of Executive Board meetings
mainly from

19~9

Society officers.

(

to the present, and discussions with previous
An analysis of the Executive Board's decisions

over time reflects, in part, changes in the Board's policies and
practices.

Appendix A outlines Executive Board decisions

organized by topic over roughly the last decade.

(
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2.

(

Purpose ot the society
The purpose of the Society is to foster the understanding,

interpretation, and productive interrelationships among persons
in the fields of criminology, criminal justice, and related
disciplines.

More specifically, the Society assembles persons

actively conducting research, teaching, andjor practicing in the
field of criminology.

It fosters criminological scholarship,

research, education, and training both within academic
institutions and within the public and private sectors of the
criminal justice system itself.

The Society encourages

scholarly, scientific, and practical exchanges and cooperation
among those engaged in criminology and related disciplines and
serves as a forum for disseminating knowledge about criminology,
criminal justice, and related disciplines.

(

The Society undertakes several activities to carry out these
objectives.

Among the activities that the Society sponsors are

the Annual Meeting, usually held in late fall, publication of a
refereed journal, criminology:

An Interdisciplinary Journal

(hereinafter referred to as "the journal"), and publication of a
newsletter, The Criminologist (hereinafter referred to as "the
newsletterw) .

-3-

3.

organizational structure of the society
The Society is governed by the Executive Board, and within

the Board, an Executive Committee.

In addition, an Administrator

manages the daily affairs of the Society.
3.1

The Executive Board

The Executive Board generally administers the affairs of the
Society. It consists of both elected and appointed members with
voting rights.

Elected officers include:

President, President-

Elect, immediate Past President, Vice President, and Vice
President-Elect, and six Executive Counselors.

The appointed

officers include an Executive Secretary, a Treasurer, and the
Editor of the journal.

In the event of death or resignation of

an Executive Counselor, the President appoints the next runner-up
from the same election, for the remainder of the term.
The purposes of the Executive Board include forming the
Society's policies; determining the date, place, and general
outline of the program for the Annual Meeting; providing criteria
to the Treasurer for accepting membership applications; ratifying
the budget; auditing accounts and disbursements; ratifying the
appointments of the Editor of the Society's journal, the
Editorial Board and members of any other committees; and filling
vacancies on the Board by a majority vote of the Board.
The actions of the Executive Board are adopted by a simple
majority vote.
present;

The Board may transact business with a quorum

a quorum cons i sts of half plus one of the total n umbe r

of Executive Board members. Since November 1988, all Executi ve

-4-

(

Board meetings are tape recorded to aid in the transcription of
minutes.

The Executive Board convenes during the Annual Meeting,

and at least once during the year between Annual Meetings.
During the Annual Meeting, the Executive Board meets twice,
usually just before the Annual Meeting begins,and just after it
is over.

This procedure facilitates the transfer of the

presidency from the outgoing to the incoming President, and
allows for recognition of newly elected Officers and Executive
Counselors.

In addition, since Committees usually only meet at

the Annual Meeting, this procedure enables Committee Chairs to
make an initial report to the Executive Board at the erid of the
Annual Meeting.
The President traditionally selects the site for the meeting
held between Annual Meetings, usually referred to as the

(

"Midwinter Meeting" regardless of when it is held.

Sometimes,

the Midwinter Meeting is convened at the actual or proposed site
of an upcoming Annual Meeting.
Board meetings may be called at the discretion of the
President with at least two weeks written notice provided to all
members by the Executive Secretary.

Executive sessions of the

Board may be held, on occasion, for the purpose of discussing
issues involving personal confidentiality.

Upon petition by at

least five members of the Executive Board to the Executive
Secretary, a special meeting of the Executive Board may be
convened within four weeks time.
Any member of the Ex ecutive Board who is u nable to attend a

- 5-

Board meeting may vote by written proxy given either to the
President or to any other Board member.

However, proxy voting is

limited to individuals who have been given specific instructions
on how to vote on specific issues.
To facilitate Board members understanding the issues and to
expedite the meeting, the Society Administrator or Executive
Secretary sends all Board members any documents to be viewed at
the forthcoming .meeting and the agenda not less than ten days
prior to scheduled Board meetings.
All members may attend Executive Board meetings.

However,

in practice, usually only Board members, Committee Chairs,
members with business before the Board, and invited guests attend
these meetings.
The Society pays the travel costs and reasonable expenses of
Board members for the Midwinter Meeting;

Board members pay their

own expenses for the Annual Meeting.
3.2

The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee consists of the President,
President-Elect, Executive Secretary, and Treasurer.

The purpose

of this Committee· is to act on behalf of the Board at the
President's request, between Executive Board meetings if pressing
business arises.

When convened, the Committee usually carries

out its duties by

tele~~on~

andjor correspondence.

It reports

all activities and decisions to the Executive Board at the
Board's next regularly scheduled meeting.

-6-

3.3

Society Administrator

The Administrator manages the daily activities of the
Society at its-headquarters in Columbus, Ohio.

Among these

activities are:
1) office management (ie., preparing Society correspondence,
ensuring that Society mailings are prepared and sent out in a
timely manner, responding to inquiries about the Society);
2) financial matters (ie., paying Society bills, maintaining
financial books, accounts, and membership statements, assisting
in the preparation of the annual budget);
3) membership responsibilities (ie., maintaining membership
records, preparing the annual Membership Directory, preparing and
distributing election ballots, assisting in marketing for and
maintaining subscription records for the journal and newsletter,

(

and assisting the newsletter editor in compiling materials for
each issue);
4) Annual Meeting responsibilities (ie., assisting in
preparing, printing, and distributing the program for the Annual
Meeting, handling all preregistration matters, supervising the
registration desk at the Annual Meeting, preparing materials for
the Employment Exchange, arranging for audio-visual aids for
panelists);
5) Divisions and Committees (ie., coordinating committee
meetings and the Executive Board meetings, mailing materials to
committee members in a timely manner, handling correspondence for
committees and the Executive Board, serving on the Site Selection

-7-

Committee, maintaining Division financial and membership records,
and preparing committee assignments with the President).

(

In addition, the Administrator attends all Executive Board
meetings and assists the Executive Secretary in recording,
preparing, and mailing out minutes to Board members.

The

Administrator has authority to disburse up to $500.00 of Society
funds.

A detailed account of the Society Administrator's job

description appears in Appendix B.
The Executive Board sets the Administrator's salary,
approves salary increases, and determines benefits.

In 1988 the

Board unanimously approved a retirement fund of 10% of the
Administrator's current salary with an option for the
Administrator to make contributions.

(

(
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4.

(

Officers
The duties of each of the Society's officers include the

following:
4.1

The President

As the Chief Executive of the Society, the President
represents the Society at formal gatherings, presides over the
meetings of the Executive Board, presides over the Annual
Meeting, and appoints committee members and Chairs, subject to
Executive Board ratification.

The President signs contracts on

behalf of the Society, as for example, . for printing the journal
and for hotel accommodations for the Annual Meeting and exercises
discretion in matters such as determining to whom Society mailing
lists should be sent.

(

4.2

The President serves a one year term.

Vice President

In the absence of the President, the Vice President presides
over Society meetings.

In addition, the · Vice President conducts

all necessary Society business in the event that the President is
disabled or a vacancy exists in the office of the President.

The

Vice President serves a one year term.
4.3

President-Elect and Vice President-Elect

The President-Elect becomes the President at the end of the
previous President's term of office. ·

The President-Elect

appoints the Program Chairperson for the next Annual Meeting,
subject to ratification by the Executive Board.
The Vice President-Elect becomes the Vice-President
concurrent with the President-Elect assuming the presidency.

-9-

In

the event that the Vice President must assume the duties of
President, the Vice President-Elect assumes the remaining term of
the Vice President and then serves hisjher own term.

(

If the Vice

President-Elect vacates this office for reasons other than
replacing the Vice President, the runner-up for this office
becomes the Vice President-Elect.
Both of these officers attend Executive Board meetings.
4.4

The Executive Secretary

The Executive Board appoints the Executive Secretary for a
term of three years and may reappoint the same person to this
office.

The Executive Secretary has numerous duties.

Among

these duties are: keeping the archives, records and minutes of
the Society; serving as the recording Secretary of the Society
and of the Executive Board at its meetings; compiling accurate
minutes of Executive Board meetings and forwarding a copy of
these minutes to each member of the Executive Board following
each Board meeting; monitoring the election process, counting
ballots, and notifying the Board and all candidates of election
results; and preparing correspondence on behalf of the Society.
4.5

The Treasurer

The Executive Board appoints the Treasurer for a term of
three years and may reappoint the same person to this office.
The primary role of the Treasurer is to ensure the financial
integrity of the Society.

The Treasurer's principal duties are

to invoice, receive, and keep monies due the Society and to be
prepared at all times to render an account of the Society's

-10-

(

income and disbursements, upon request of the President or the
Executive Board.

Other duties include investing Society funds

for longer than six months terms, keeping accurate membership
rolls; showing whether each member has paid membership dues; and
drawing and signing all warrants of the Society for payment of
expenses.
4.6

The Treasurer often chairs the Finance Committee.
Qualifications of Officers

Any person who has been an active member of the society in
good standing for at least one year may hold office.
Any officer of the Society may be removed during the term by
a membership referendum initiated either by a three-quarters vote
of the Executive Board or by a petition of ten percent of the
members.

Fifty-one percent of the membership is required to vote
-

(

affirmatively for removal to occur.

-11-

s.

Divisions
In addition to the Society organized as a whole, Divisions

(

may be organized to represent major professional interests that
lie . within the scope of the Society, as outlined in the Preamble
of the Constitution.
5.1

Formation

A Division may be established if three percent or more of
the members of the Society in good standing petition the
Executive Board and receive Board approval.

Two-thirds

affirmative vote of those present at any meeting of the Executive
Board is required to establish a new Division.
The Board may create a Division provided that:

(a) the

Division represents an active and functionally unitary interest
of a group of members; (b) its proposed objectives fall within

(

the scope of those specified in the Society's Constitution; (c)
its membership is not restricted on any basis other than
interests and Society membership; and (d) the establishment of
-

any new Division is not limited to the objectives of the Society
or any other Division already established.

Divisions may use a

distinct name, provided they append to it the phrase:

"A

Division of· the American Society of Criminology".
A petition to form a new Division includes a statement of
the proposed name and

p~rp~se

of the Division, relevant evidence

that the petitioners "represent an active and functionally
unitary interest of a group of members", and the names of the
member or members sponsoring the petitioners who ask for and will

(
-12-

accept membership in the Division if it is established.

(

Petitioners include their names and mailing addresses to assist
in the unambiguous identification of the signers.

Petitioners

send their request to the Executive Secretary along with
designation of some individual who will speak for the petitioners
in further communications.
At its next regular meeting, the Executive Board determines
whether the petition conforms to the technical requirements noted
above.

If it finds the petition in order, the Board invites the

membership to comment in writing about the appropriateness,
desirability, and need for the Division within the next 90 days.
At a subsequent meeting, the Board considers the petition on
its merits, together with supplementary materials and comments,
and either approves or rejects the petition by a two-thirds vote.

(

If the petitioners choose, they may submit a statement amplifying
the petition to make clear why they seek Division status.
Once the Board approves a Division, it is constituted when
it holds its first business meeting at

~he

Society's Annual

Meeting.
5.2

Dissolution

The Executive Board may dissolve a Division when:

(a) the

number of members within the Division falls below three percent
of the members of the Society in good standing averaged over a
two year period; or (b) - the Division votes to recommend
dissolution.

The Executive Board may also dissolve a Division

for good and sufficient reason by a two-thirds vote of those

-13-

present at a Board meeting, provided that the Board has stated
its reasons for dissolution in writing to the membership of the

(

Division and that the Division membership has been given full
opportunity to state the reasons for the continued existence of
the Division.
5.3

Officers

Each Division has a Chairperson and such officers as it
deems appropriate.

Each Division determines the qualifications

for its officers and the number and method of their election with
approval of the Executive Board.
5.4

Rules

Each Division devises and maintain its own procedural rules
within the framework of the Society's By-Laws, and files a copy
of its current regulations and a list of its current officers and
committees with the Executive Board.
5.5

Dues

A Division may set dues, subject to the approval of the
Executive Board. Division dues are collected and disbursed by the
Treasurer of the Society subject to the Society's rules and
regulations.

In addition, the Treasurer maintains a list of

Division members, disburses funds solely for Division use in
accord with both the Division and Society Constitutions and
reports these transactions to the Society's Executive Board.
5.6

Limitations in Activities

A Division may not enter into contracts; own, publish, or
manage a journal; or hold an annual meeting or convention that is

-14-

(

J

not in conjunction with the Society's Annual Meeting.

(

In

addition, a Division may not make public statements on behalf of
the Society.
Each Division may designate a person to be on the Program
Committee.

(
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6.

committees
6.1

Nature of Committees

Committee~

(

have a significant advisory role in the Society.

Committees conduct research, discuss issues, and provide the
Executive Board with information to use in making its decisions
on any nunwer of topics.

The Constitution specifically provides

for three committees, an Executive Committee (see section 3.2,
supra), a Nominations Committee (see section 9.1, infra), and an
Editorial Board (see section 7.1.2, infra).

In addition, the

Constitution provides for appointment of other committees as
needed.

Within recent years, the following committees have been

appointed routinely:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
6.2
6.2.1

AAAS Representative
Advertising and Exhibits Coordinator
Affirmative Action
Awards Committee
Constitution and By-Laws Committee
Employment Exchange Committee
Ethical Issues Committee
Fellows Committee
Finance Committee
Grants and Contracts Committee
Interorganizational Relationships Committee
Membership Committee
National Policy Committee
Program Committee and Local Arrangements
Committee
Convention Site Selection Committee
Student Affairs Committee
Student Awards Gommittee

(

Description of Committees
AAAS Representative

This representative, appointed for a three year renewable
term, serves as the Society's liaison with the AAAS.

This person

fosters communications between the Society and AAAS by setting up

(
-16-

panels at the annual AAAS meetings. Until 1989, the Society paid

(

the travel for the AAAS representative to the AAAS meetings.
6.2.2

Advertising and Exhibits Coordinator

To provide revenue for the Society, the Advertising and
Exhibits Coordinator devises and implements an advertising and
marketing strategy, subject to Executive Board approval.

Among

the specific tasks, the Coordinator contacts and encourages
potential advertisers to buy space in the Society's publications
and the annual membership directory; arranges for a draying
company for each Annual Meeting; and encourages publishers to
procure booth space and to sponsor coffee breaks at the Annual
Meeting.
The Coordinator may serve consecutive terms.

(

The Society

pays for the Coordinator's travel and accommodations (at the
Annual Meetging hotel room rate) to the Annual Meeting.
6.2.3

Affirmative Action Committee

The most recently created committee, the Affirmative Action
Committee, was approved by the Executive Board during the
November 1988 meeting, and reaffirmed as a standing committee
during the 1989 Midwinter Meeting.
is to encourage minority

The purpose of this committee

parti~ipation

in the Society, and to

review and recommend to the Executive Board the appropriateness
of continuing the recently created Ethnic Minority Fellowship. By
providing a one year stipend, this Fellowship is designed to
encourage ethnic minority students to engage in the study of
criminology or criminal justice.
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6.2.4

Awards Committee
6.2.4.1

(

Society Awards

The Society makes four awards annually.

These awards are

the August Vollmer Award, the Sellin-Glueck Award, the Edwin H.
Sutherland Award, and the Herbert Bloch Award.
6.2.4.2

The August Vollmer Award

The August Vollmer Award recognizes outstanding
contributions to justice or to the control, treatment, or
prevention of criminal and/or deviant behavior.

The

distinguished contribution may be from a single major effort by a
social activist or leading practitioner in the criminal justice
system, the police, judiciary, or corrections; a series of
contributions to control, treatment, prevention, or justice over
a period of time; or an accumulated series of contributions

(
during the lifetime of a distinguished practitioner, judge,
lawyer, police officer, or activist.
6.2.4.3

The Sellin-Glueck Award

The Sellin-Glueck Award is given to persons outside the
United States who have gained international recognition for their
contributions to criminology.
6.2.4.4

The Edwin H. sutherland Award

The Sutherland Award is given to recognize outstanding
contributions to theory or research in criminology on the
..
etiology of criminal and deviant behavior, the criminal justice
- - ~-

system, corrections, law, or justice.

The distinguished

contribution may be based on a single outstanding book or work,
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on a series of theoretical or research contributions, or on the

(

accumulated contributions by a senior criminologist.
6.2.4.5

The Herbert Bloch Award

The Herbert Bloch Award is given for outstanding service to
the Society and the profession.
6.2.4.6

Committee Process

Usually one member of the Awards Committee heads a
subcommittee that solicits nominations for each award.

The

Committee Chair places - an announcement for nominees in the
newsletter; nominations are requested between the end of the
Annual Meeting and midwinter.

The subcommittee may request

nominees to submit a resume and a brief statement as to why the
candidate should receive the award.

(

The Committee selects two nominees for each award and
presents these nominees, along with a brief explanation as to why
each candidate should receive the award, to the Executive Board
at its Midwinter Meeting·.

The Board may accept one nominee or

reject both nominees, as it is not bound by the Committee's
slate.

However, the Board usually limits its discussion to the

nominees presented by the Awards Committee.
The President notifies award recipients.

If possible, the

names of the recipients are prominently included in the program
of the Annual Meeting

~t

which they receive their awards.

Anyone, including Executive Board members may be nominated
for any award, but the Board does not initiate nominations of
current Executive Board members for awards to eliminate the ·
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appearances of a conflict of interest.

In addition, the

incumbent President and President-Elect cannot receive any

(

awards, except-the Bloch Award or selection as a Fellow.
Similarly, nominees for Society offices are ineligible to receive
awards other than the Bloch Award during the pendency of the
election.
The Executive Board encourages the Division on International
criminology to submit names of nominees of distinguished scholars
from any country to the Awards Committee for consideration for
the Sellin-Glueck Award.
6.2.5

Constitution and By-Laws Committee

The Constitution and By-Laws Committee ensures that the
Society operates in accordance with its Constitution and By-Laws,
the supreme documents governing the Society.

For instance, in

developing policies, the Executive Board looks to this Committee

(

to ensure that the contemplated policies conform to the
requirements of the Constitution and/or By-Laws.

In addition,

this Committee recommends revisions in the Constitution and/or
By-Laws to meet changed circumstances in the operations of the
Society.

Finally, this Committee is responsible for tracking all

Executive Board decisions and for revising this manual, a tool
for the Executive Board, as needed.
6.2.6

Employment Exchange Committee

As its name implies, the Employment Exchange Committee is
responsible or coordinating the Employment Exchange Center at the
Annual Meeting.

To facilitate its work, the Committee collects

(
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)

information regarding job opportunities from potential employers
I

and resumes from prospective employees prior to the Meeting each
year.

In addition, the Committee arranges for and hosts rooms at

the Annual Meeting to display loose. leaf books containing the
employment information and to conduct interviews.

As needed, the

Committee conducts surveys of the membership to ensure that needs
are adequately addressed at the Employment Exchange Center.
6.2.7

Ethical Issues Committee

The Ethical Issues Committee advises the Executive Board on
matters regarding the propriety of Board or Society actions.

For

example, within the last few years, this Committee has worked
closely with the National Policy Committee to devise
recommendations regarding the treatment of resolutions proposed

(

by Society members at the annual Business Meeting.
6.2.8

Fellows Committee

The Fellows Committee nominates persons to become Fellows of
the Society.

The Committee advertises for recommendations from

the membership in the newsletter.

The Committee then selects and

rank orders nominees and submits the names of its candidates to
the Executive Board at its Midwinter Meeting.

The Executive

Board may elect up to four candidates annually as Fellows, but
may also, as in 1989, not elect anyone as a Fellow.
In general, the Board selects as a Fellow a member in good
standing who has achieved distinction in criminology and who h a s
complied with other standards determined by the Board.

As with

the other awards, the status of Fellow is conferred publicly at
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the Annual Meeting through the presentation of a Certificate.
6.2.9

Finance Committee

(

The Finance Committee, usually headed by the Treasurer,
maintains the financial integrity of the Society.

Its duties

include preparing and presenting the annual budget to the
Executive Board, and recommending courses of action on financial
issues, such as life insurance programs, supplemental medical
insurance programs for members, or raising dues or subscription
rates at the direction of the Executive Board.
6.2.9.1

Budget

The Finance Committee presents the annual budget to the
Executive Board during the Annual Meeting.

The budget addresses

both expenditures and revenue and includes projections of both
items for the Annual Meetings.
balanced.

The budget proposed must be

The final budget is approved by the Executive Board.
6.2.9.2

(

Accrual of Funds

At the recommendation of the Finance Committee or Treasurer,
the Society places its funds in various financial instruments.
Beginning in 1988, the Treasurer may invest Society funds in
instruments for longer than six months terms.

The status of

these funds should be in each budget statement.
6.2.9.3

Disbursements

All disbursements over $500 must be approved by the
- '

-

President and the Treasurer.

Disbursements of $500 or less may

be approved by the Administrator.

(
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6.2.9.4

(

Foreign Travel

No funds of the Society may be spent for foreign travel
except under the following circumstances:

for Executive Board

Members when meetings are held outside the U.S.A.; for payment of
up to $1,000 for travel expenses of the Sellin-Glueck Award
winner to the Annual Meeting at which this person receives the
award; or upon approval of the Executive Board.
6.2.10

Grants and Contracts Committee

The Grants and Contracts Committee explores public and
private sources of funding for preparation of position papers and
scholarships.
6.2.11

Interorganizational Relationships Committee

This committee serves as a liaison of the Society with other

(

major organizations, such as SSSP, ABA, APA, Law and Society,
ASA, or ACJP.

The Committee encourages members of other

organizations to form panels and to present papers at the
Society's Annual Meeting and to become involved in the Society.
6.2.12

Membership Committee

The Membership Committee reaches out to criminal justice and
related disciplines to increase the membership of the Society.
The Committee designs and revises the Society's brochure,
periodically conducts membership surveys, obtains mailing lists
from other organizatiops to contact non-Society members, and
contacts criminal justice departments and programs to encourage
participation in the Society.
Of especial importance at the present time is the desire to
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increase the participation of minorities in the Society.
6.2.13

(

National Policy Committee

)

One of the Society's policies is to take positions on
matters related to crime and justice only after full debate and
discussion within the Society. The National Policy Committee
facilitates the process of developing policies and procedures on
substantive issues.

The Committee devises and recommends

positions statements to the Executive Board.

Appendix C includes

.a copy of the National Policy Committee procedural guidelines.
6.2.14

Program Committee and Local Arrangements Committee

These two committees work together to design, facilitate,
and implement the Annual Meeting.

The Program Committee

specifically determines, in conjunction with the President, the
theme of the Annual Meeting, the nature and number of panels or
other modes of presentation, and other activities for the Annual
Meeting.

(

The Chair of the Program Committee is responsible to

organize all panel sessions, devise a schedule of events and
activities, and to ensure that the Annual Meeting flows smoothly
and within budget.

The Program Chair submits a proposed budget

for the program at the Executive Board Midwinter Meeting
preceding the Annual Meeting that the Chair organizes.
The Local Arrangements Committee assists the Chair by
providing local

activi~~es

to enhance the program, such as visits

to local courts, juvenile facilities, or prisons, tours of local
sights or cultural activities, and by providing local personnel
to assist in staffing the registration desk throughout the Annual

(
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)

Meeting.

(

6.2.15

Convention Site Selection Committee

This important Committee recommends potential sites for
Annual Meetings. The Committee appointed in one year investigates
potential sites, with Board approval, for the Annual Meeting
three calendar years away and recommends finalization of the site
for the Annual Meeting two years away.

The Committee usually

consists of one or more previous Program Chairs, the
Administrator, and one or more persons who have served on the
Committee previously.

The President sometimes includes persons

who have served previously as Program Chair because of their
experience in implementing the Annual Meeting.
Site selection attempts to take into account the geographic
pattern of meeting in the West-Midwest-East-West in a four year

(

sequence.

In addition, site selection factors include the

affordability of the site for Society members, the costs of
airline travel to and from a potential city, the cost and
convenience of travel to and from the hotel, and the availability
of local university and research facilities from which to draw
local arrangements staff.

In addition, the Society usually

attempts to locate meetings within regions to reflect the
membership's distribution.
Factors the Committee considers in determining the hotel

-

within a city include the adequacy of "break out" rooms;
availability of sleeping room and meeting room space for the
second week in November; the availability of registration space
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and meeting room space from noon on Wednesday through a full day
on Saturday; the quality of the facilities; the availability and
adequacy of administrative facilities, including book exhibit
space centrally located; the proximity of less expensive
accommodations to the convention hotel; and room rates.
In negotiating the contract with the hotel, the Committee
negotiates for suites for the President, the President-Elect and
a room for the Program Chair.

The President signs the hotel

contract, and may seek assistance from the Board for determining
the appropriateness of contract provisions or the advisability of
binding the Society to a specific contract.
6.2.16

student Affairs Committee

The Student Affairs Committee strives to integrate student
members into the activities of the Society, principally at the
Annual Meeting.

The Committee's main activities include ensuring

affordable housing for students at the Annual Meeting, ensuring
that students network with one another and meet with professional
criminologists and practitioners during the Annual Meeting.
6.2.17

Student Awards Committee

The Student Awards Committee coordinates the Gene Carte
Student Paper Competition.

It~

duties include advertising in the

newsletter and contacting criminal justice/criminology programs
for entries,

specifyin~?ri~eria

and deadlines for submissions,

determining procedures for judging entries, selecting first,
second, and third place winners, or stipulating that there are no
papers that satisfactorily conform to the criteria for selection.
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(

The Committee presents its findings to the Executive Board for
approval.
Prior first place winners are ineligible for another student
award.

The Society provides air fare for travel to the annual

meeting and accommodations for the first place winner of the
competition.
6.3

Committee Appointments

The Constitution specifies the membership of the Executive
Committee (see section 3.2, supra), and of the Editorial Board
(see section 7.1.2, infra).
With the exception of members of the Executive Committee and
the Editorial Board, the President appoints Chairpersons and
members for all committees with the approval of the Executive

(

Board.

The President-Elect in consultation with the Vice

President-Elect submits names for chairs and committee members to
Executive Board members well in advance of the midwinter
Executive Board meeting.

The Board reviews and approves the

committee chairs and members at that meeting.
The Chairpersons of the Nominations, Awards, and Fellows
Committees are Executive Counselors.
recommending committee chairs

~nd

In addition, in

members in the recent past, the

President-Elect often has given strong consideration to the
following factors: nominating the Treasurer as

Chai~

of the

Finance Committee; providing for substantial diversity in the
composition of committee appointments; appointing individuals who
are currently members or are willing to join the Society if
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appointed; and encouraging young hard-working women and ethnic
minority professionals to become involved in the Society by
appointing them to
6.4

(

committees~

Committee Guidelines

To enhance continuity between different committees within
the Society and within the same committee over successive years
and to create a record of the

activ~ties

of each committee, the

Board adopted a set of committee guidelines at its midwinter 1988
meeting.

The guidelines, attached as Appendix D, outline the

general duties of the President-Elect, committee Chairs, and the
committees.
While maintaining flexibility in the operations of
committees, the guidelines require committee chairs to submit a
t.

year end report in mid-October to the Executive Secretary which
will be kept at the Society's national headquarters.

This

(

procedure will ensure a written record of the committees
activities each year that may be used both as a starting point
for the work of successive committees and as a historical record
of the activities of each committee.

(
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7.

(

Publications
The Society publishes both a refereed journal and a

newsletter.
7.1

The Journal

One of the most important functions of the Society is the
publication of Criminology:

An Interdisciplinary Journal.

The

Society publishes this referred journal four times each year and
distributes it to all members and member institutions in good
standing.
7.1.1

The Editor

The Editor is selected by the Editorial Board with the
approval of the Executive Board for a three year term.
do not serve consecutive terms.

(

Editors

Along with their applications,

applicants for Editor submit information on the nature and extent
of resources that the proposed host university will provide for
activities such as proofreading, copyediting, and managing editor
services.

Some of the factors considered in selecting an Editor

include university resources, release time for the Editor from
university responsibilities, and collegial support.
The Editor oversees the publication of the journal.

This

oversight includes developing criteria for review of papers for
publication, selection of reviewers, ensuring the timely
publication of the

jou~nal, _

and maintaining the high standards

for quality in publication of the journal.
Editors submit the names of Associate and Assistant Editors,
which include minorities, to the Executive Board for approval.
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Such Editors are members of the Society in good standing.

The

Editor may request additional funds from the society to assist

(

with the Managing Editor position.
Selection of papers for publication takes into account the
Executive Board policies that the annual Presidential Address
shall be published in the journal without undergoing the peer
review process, that the first place winner of the Gene Carte
student competition should be invited to submit the winning paper
for publication, and that papers presented on a small number of
"Blue Ribbon• panels at the Annual Meeting may be considered for
publication.
7.1 .. 2

The Editorial Board

Formerly called the Publications Committee, the Editorial
Board consists of the Vice President as Chair, the Vice
President-Elect, four members serving two year staggered terms

(

appointed by the President and approved by the Executive Board,
and the Editor (and Editor-Elect if one exists) of the journal
and the Editor of the newsletter serving as ex officio
(nonvoting) members.

The principal role of the Editorial Board

is to oversee the Society's publications activities.

For

example, it makes recommendatigns to the Executive Board on such
matters as editors, publishers, and publishing arrangements for
the journal.

In addition, the Editorial Board ensures that the

Society uses gender neutral language in its publications.
The Editorial Board determines whether the Society should
exchange advertising with other publications, provided that no

(
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funds are involved without prior Executive Board approval.

(

In addition, the Editorial Board may, in consultation with
the publisher, ·and with Board approval, commission intellectually
stimulating works of major importance.

If such works are

undertaken, each work is independently contracted with at least
50% of the royalties payable to the Society and the remainder
equitably distributed among the editors andjor authors of the
works.

The publisher must agree in principle to publish an

average of two such distinguished works per year, provided that
the Society and the publisher agree that the standards of quality
have been achieved. such works may cover the entire range of
intellectual activity in criminology.

Society members are

entitled to significantly reduced rates as agreed for such

(

occasional publications.
The Society may pay the travel expenses of Editorial Board
members for one meeting during the course of the year between
Annual Meetings.
7.2

The Newsletter

The Criminologist, the Society's newsletter, is published
six times a year.·

The Editor of the newsletter, appointed for a

three year term, serves as an ex officio member of the Editorial
Board.

The Editor's term usually begins on January 1 following

the appointment.
In practice, selection of the Editor usually begins with an
announcement requesting applications placed by the Chair of the
Editorial Board in the newsletter.
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Applicants are asked to ·

submit proposals to the Chair of the Editorial Board, and may
contact the current Editor of the newsletter to ascertain the

(

responsibilities and commitment required to carry out the duties
of this office.

Applications include a statement of the

potential Editor's writing and editorial experience, university
resources that will be committed to the newsletter, directions
the applicant will take with the newsletter, and any additional
information the Editorial Board deems appropriate.
The Editorial Board reviews each application and submits its
recommendation for a new Editor along with reasons for the
selection to the Executive Board at the next regularly scheduled
meeting.

The Executive Board selects the new Editor.

The

Executive Secretary notifies both the incumbent and the newly
selected Editor of the decision.

The new Editor works closely

with the incumbent to understand the dynamics of the newsletter's

(

operations prior to taking over the responsibilities as Editor.
If the Editorial Board received only one application for
Editor of the newsletter by the deadline date without a letter of
support from the host institution, the Board may accept this
application provided that the host institution submits such a
letter of support.

If such a letter is not forthcoming, the

Editorial Board may either extend the deadline or readvertise for
applications.
If the Executive Board has not selected an Editor before the
Annual Meeting, it may reappoint the current Editor, if this
Editor is willing to continue in this capacity for another year

\ )
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until the review process can be renewed and completed again.

(

Among its offerings, the newsletter includes a synopsis of
Executive Board activities, special timely articles, a calendar
of professional activities sponsored by other organizations,
announcements for Society activities, position vacancy
announcements, commercial advertisements, and updates of
government data and publications.
not include cartoons.

(
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However, the newsletter may

a.

Annual Meeting
One of the key events of the Society is the Annual Meeting,

usually held during the second week of November.

The Annual

Meeting provides a forum for discussion and debate of timely
issues on theory, research, programs, and practices in the field.
In addition, the Meeting provides a time for socializing among
colleagues, and exchanging ideas face to face in an informal
setting.

Committees constituted for the upcoming year and

Divisions usually meet at least once during the course of the
Annual Meeting.

Recipients of Society awards receive their

awards at the banquet or during a plenary session.
8.1

Annual Meeting Activities

In addition to the activities noted above, other major
activities at the Annual Meeting include the following:
8.1.1

(

The Business Meeting

During the Annual Meeting, the Society conducts its annual
Business Meeting.

During this meeting, any member may present to

the membership concerns about the Society's operations, possible
policies the Society should consider, or other relevant matters.
For instance, membership at the Business Meeting may approve
resolutions for Executive Board consideration.

As of 1987, the

Board decided that it may act on these resolutions or refer them
to the National Policy

-~omm~ttee

for consideration and

recommendations to the Board at its next meeting.

The Executive

Secretary summarizes and publishes these resolutions along with
an explanation of the Board's

~ctions

in a subsequent issue

~f

(
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the newsletter.

(

Society officers present results of the Business

Meeting at the next Executive Board meeting for the Board's
review and possible action.

The Business Meeting is open to any

member.
8.1.2

The Book Exhibit

The Book Exhibit enables Society members to examine
government publications and to explore current titles in criminal
justice, criminology and related disciplines from numerous
publishers.

An exhibit booth is provided for the display of

journal publications.

Generally booths cost $350.00 which

includes a banquet ticket.

In addition, at the discretion of the

Program Chair and on a space-available basis, exhibit space is
provided for nonprofit, nongovernment journals.

This policy,

enacted in November 1987 is reviewed every two years for its

(

feasibility.
8.1.3

The Employment Exchange

The Employment Exchange provides a forum for employers and
employees to meet and discuss professional positions in criminal
justice and related disciplines.
8.1.4

Banquet

The Annual Meeting usually includes a banquet where the
Presidential Address may be given and Society awards may be
conferred on recipients.
When the maximum number of persons that can be accommodated
:

"'

at the banquet have registered for the Annual Meeting, the
registration fee for on-site registration is reduced by an amount
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commensurate with the banquet fee. If more than the maximum
number of persons that can be accommodated by the banquet

(

facilities show up at the banquet with legitimate vouchers, those
who are turned away receive a voucher in an amount commensurate
with the banquet fee.
8.1.5

Presidential Address

The President delivers a Presidential Address during the
Annual Meeting, either at the banquet or at a plenary session.
8.2

Administration of the Annual Meeting

Along with the Program Chair, the Administrator plays a
central role in ensuring that the Annual Meeting runs smoothly
and successfully.

Among other tasks, the Administrator attends

the registration desk daily and supervises the work of local
arrangements volunteers, keeps a daily count of registrants, and

(

ensures that the number of banquet tickets conforms to the number
of places available.
In addition to the crucial activities of the Administrator,
other practices relate to registration and the allocation of
complimentary rooms.
8.2.1

Registration

Program participants must -preregister by September 1 or may
have their names removed - from the final program.
however, may waive

reg~stration

The President,

fees but must report such waivers

and the reasons for them at the next Executive Board meeting.
The President may also authorize the inclusion of certain names,
and the names of specially invited persons on the program.

(
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Refunds for registration may be made up to one day before
(
I

the beginning of the Annual Meeting.

The Executive Board sets

the fees for the Annual Meeting.
8.2.2

Allocation of Complimentary Rooms

The distribution of complimentary rooms occurs in the
following order:

1) Society Administrator; 2) Sellin-Glueck

Award winner; 3) student award winners; 4) Book Exhibit
Coordinator; and 5) the remainder of the rooms to be distributed
at the President's discretion.

The President reports this

distribution at the next Board meeting.

(
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9.

Elections

(

The election process involves three distinct stages
development of·a slate of candidates and approval of the slate by
the Executive Board, review of candidates by the membership, and
election.
9.1

Slate Selection

With the approval of the Executive Board, the President
appoints a Nominations Committee consisting of at least five
members to oversee the development of a slate of candidates.

The

Nominations Committee must submit a slate of at least two
nominees for each office.

The Nominations Committee solicits

recommendations for candidates from the membership for elections
to be held the following calendar year.
Usually the Nominations Committee does not submit the names
of current Board members as part of the slate.

Those nominated

(

for office must agree to the nomination, must be active members
in good standing at the time of the nomination, and must have
been active members in good standing for at least one year prior
.
t '1on. 1
t o nom1na

If a member receives nominations from two percent of the
members, this person's name must be placed on the ballot.

If two

members receive nominations from two percent or more of the
members for an office, only those two names will be nominated.

-------------------1
As a rule of thumb,

in election matters a member is defined as
an active member in good standing in the calendar year during
which the election process begins or who joins the Society
subsequent to the beginning of the election process but at least
one month before ballots are counted.
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(

If no one receives nominations from two percent or more of the

(

members, the Nominations Committee submits a slate of its own to
the Executive Board.

The Committee proposes a slate to the

Executive Board during the Annual Meeting.

The Board approves a

slate of candidates before the end of the Annual Meeting.
9.2

Slate Review

Shortly after the Annual Meeting the approved slate is
submitted to the membership for review.

If nominations for

additional candidates for any office are received from two
percent or more of the members, those names are added to the
ballot.
9.3

Election

In early spring, the final slate, along with brief
biographical information and a statement from each candidate is

c

submitted to the membership.

The membership has roughly ten to

twelve weeks to submit their ballots.

The Executive Secretary

and at least two other members of the Society count the ballots.
For the offices of President and Vice President the
candidate receiving the larger plurality of 40% or more is
elected.

If no one receives a plurality, a run-off between the

two candidates who

rec~ived

the most votes is held.

In Executive

Counselor elections, the two candidates receiving the most votes
are elected.

If resignation, removal, or death requires the

election of more than two Executive Counselors, the candidate(s)
with the next highest number of votes is elected.
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10.

Membership
The Constitution calls for several levels of membership in

the Society as.follows:
10.1

Active Members

Active members include those engaged in the discipline of
criminology, as defined in the Preamble.

The Treasurer reviews

applications prior to conferring membership status.
10.2

Student Members

Student members include those studying full time in
appropriate disciplines in colleges and universities or in
approved training programs of criminal justice agencies.
10.3

Honorary Members

Honorary members include persons approved by the Executive
Board who make exceptional contributions to criminology.
10.4

(

Emeritus Members

'

Emeritus members are those retired persons who have been
active members for at least ten years and upon whom the Executive
Board bestows the title.
10.5

Life Members

Life memberships are available to those who have been active
members for at least five years and have been approved for such
membership by the Executive Board.

The Society issues a

certificate acknowledging this status upon receipt of the sum
equivalent to ten years dues.

\ J
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10.6

(

Fellows

Fellows are those members in good standing who have, in the
opinion of the.Board, achieved distinction in criminology and
have complied with such standards as the Board determines.

(See

section 6.2.8, supra).
10.7

Institutional Members

Institutional membership is available to any accredited
institution of higher education offering a bona fide degree in
the discipline of criminology (as defined in the Preamble,
regardless of the actual designation of the degree's field), or
other organizations.

The Executive Board reviews and approves

applications for institutional membership.
10.8

Husband-Wife Members

In 1979 the Executive Board approved a category of

(

membership called husband-wife membership.
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11.

Dues

The Executive Board determines annual dues for members,
student members, and institutional members.
membership are ten times the annual dues.

Dues for life
Life membership dues

usually are paid in one lump sum but may be paid over a two year
period under certain circumstances.

Membership dues are paid on

or before January 1 of each calendar year.
The Executive Board approves the annual dues for Divisions.

(

( J
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12.

Amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws
Section IX of the Constitution outlines the manner in which

the Constitution and By-Laws my be amended.
12.1

Amending the Constitution

Any member may propose amendments.

However, in practice,

usually the Constitution and By-Laws Committee formally proposes
amendments.

Proposed amendments are presented to the Executive

Board which votes upon them, and then presents them to the
Executive Secretary.

In practice, the Board requires affirmative

votes at two consecutive Board meetings before submitting a
constitutional amendment to the Executive Secretary.

When

presented to the Executive Secretary, the proposed amendment must
bear the signatures of a majority of the members of the Executive

(

Board, or alternatively, the proposed amendment must bear the
signature of five percent of the members of the Society.
The Executive Secretary notifies the membership of the
pending vote and arranges for the mail ballot. The amendment is
accepted when two-thirds of those members who cast a ballot
approve the amendment.
1~.2

Amending the By-Laws

As with constitutional amendments, revisions in the By-Laws
are usually proposed by the Constitution and By-Laws Committee to
the Executive Board. Amendments to the By-Laws become effective
when approved by a two-thirds vote of the Board in each of two
consecutive meetings.
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13.

Robert's Rules of Order

(

Robert's Rules of Order govern the procedures of the Society
during all general and committee meetings unless otherwise
designated.

10/89

(

I

\
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(

APPENDIX A

(

PRIOR BOARD DECISIONS FOR USE IN THE
A.S.C. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
1.

(

INTRODUCTION
1.1 The following pages outline past policies adopted by
the Board between 1979 and midwinter 1989.
Information is
arranged roughly by topic. The source of the material,
Board Minutes, is noted in parentheses at the end of the
passage to which it refers.
1.2 In most instances, the
the Board passed. However,
discussions focussed on the
meetings, the source of the
issue was discussed in more
end of the passage.

material reflects a motion that
in some instances, when
same issues at several Board
discussion and the fact t hat the
than one meeting is noted at the

1.3 In most cases, the information is repeated verbatim
from the minutes; however, when the language of a decision
in the minutes assumed a knowledge of the discussion that
would not be obvious by simply reading the decision itself,
I have tried to clarify the statements.
1.4 Suggested policies based on discussions and other
input, appear in Section XIV.
1.5 Instead of resolving discrepancies in past policies or
procedures adopted by the Board in favor of the most
recently decided policy or procedure, I have simply left the
inconsistencies as they appear in these decisions. However,
this information serves as a good "legislative history" of
the issue.

(

(

2.

OFFICERS
2.1

President
2.1.1 The ASC President is authorized to sign
contracts for the printer for CRIMINOLOGY (2/23/85
Board Minutes at 2).

2.2

Treasurer
2.2.1 · Term of Office: The Treasurer shall serve a
three-year term.
(11/1/86 Board Minutes at 1)
2.2.2 Duties: The Treasurer shall be authorized to
invest ASC funds for longer than 6 months terms
beginning in 1988. (5/1-2/87 Board Minutes at 1)
2.2.3 Presentation of summary financial data: The
Treasurer should use summary sheets with general
categories in the future; any decision regarding use
of the accrual method shall be at the Treasurer's
discretion.
(unanimously adopted, 11/8/88 Board
Minutes at 1)

(

2.3

Executive Secretary
2.3.1 The Executive Secretary shall be appointed for a
three-year term and may be reappointed. (current
Executive Secretary reappointed for a three-year term
at 11/12/88 Board meeting -- _11/12/88 Board Minutes at
1)

3.

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS
3.1

Board Meetings
3.1.1 There shall be at least one Executive Board
meeting between annual meetings.
(5/12/79 Board
Minutes at 7)
3.1.2 All meetings of the Executive Board shall be
fully recorded.
(unanimously approved, 11/8/88 Board
Minutes at 1)
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3.2

Voting
3.2.1 Only elected members of the Executive Board
shall have voting rights on the Board.
(suggested by
President Chambliss, personal communique, 6/14/88)

(

3.2.2 Proxy voting: Proxy voting will be limited to
individuals who have been given specific instructions
on how to vote on specific issues.
(2/23/85 Board
Minutes at 7)
4.

COMMITTEES 1 /
4.1 The Chairs of the Nominations, Awards, and Fellows
Committees shall be Executive Counselors.
(2/23/85 Board
Minutes at 4; reaffirmed 3/18/89 Board Minutes at 11).
4.2 The President-Elect shall circulate proposed committee
appointments to Board members well in advance of the
midwinter Board meeting so that Board members may
communicate with one another about the proposed committee
composition and come to the Board meeting prepared to
discuss appointments.
(5/1-2/87 Board Minutes at 10)
4.3 ASC shall pay the domestic travel of the AAAS
representative on a continuing basis.
(3/16/84 Board
Minutes at 5; rescinded 3/17/89 Board Minutes at 3).
4.4

(

Awards Committee
4.4.1

Procedure:

4.4.1.1
The Committee shall provide the Board
with a list of those nominated along with at least
2 nominees for each major award. (2/23/85 Board
Minutes at 3; 11/7/84). The Board may accept one
nominee or reject both nominees. In the event
that the Board rejects both nominees, the Awards
Committee should- be asked to suggest another
nominee.
(11/7/84 Board Minutes at 5)
4.4.1.2
When a committee reports on its nominees
for any award, it must include in the designation
a short statement identifying the main reasons for

!/ This section does not include information on all committees,
since the Board has not adopted policies regarding all
committees, (other than accepting reports from them), between
1979-midwinter 1989. However, the policies and procedures manual
will include at least a brief description of each committee .
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(

its recommendations for each award. (policy
suggested 2/26/83 Board Minutes at 4; followed and
noted in 11/11/84 Board Minutes at 3; enacted
.2/23/85 Board Minutes at 4; reaffirmed at 4/25/88
Board meeting in discussion) .
4.4.1.3
The Board will give due consideration to
the Committee's nominations for each award,
although the Board is not bound by the
Committee's slate. (2/23/85 Board Minutes at 4).
However, the Board shall limit its discussion of
nominees to those people submitted by the Awards
Committee.
(4/25/88 Board meeting)
4.4.1.4
The Committee Chair shall place an
announcement soliciting nominees for awards in the
CRIMINOLOGIST with a deadline date for receipt of
candidates of October 1.
4.4.2

(

Nominees:
4.4.2.1
Anybody, including Executive Board
members, may be nominated for any award, but the
Executive Board shall not initiate nominations of
current Executive Board members for awards.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 10; reaffirmation that
Executive Board members may receive the Bloch
Award made by general consensus, 11/12/88 Board
Minutes at 4)
4.4.2.2
The incumbent President and PresidentElect cannot receive any awards except the
selection as a Fellow during their tenure.
(4/25/88 Board meeting)
4.4.2.3
Nominees for any ASC office are
ineligible to receive any ASC award during the
pendency of the election.
(4/25/88 Board meeting;
however, general consensus that candidates for an
office may receive the Bloch Award, 11/12/88 Board
Minutes at 4)

4.4.2.4
The Board encourages the Division
International Criminology to submit names of
nominees of distinguished scholars from any
country to the Awards committee for consideration
for the Sellin-Glueck Award.
(11/11/84 Board
Minutes at 6).
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4.5

Student Awards Committee
4.5.1 Prior first place winners are ineligible for
another student award.
{11/13/85 Board Minutes at 2)
4.5.2 ASC shall provide air fare for travel to the
annual meeting for the winner of the Gene carte
competition.
(11/14/87 Board Minutes at 1; reaffirmed
11/8/88 Board Minutes at 3)

4.6

Fellows Committee
4.6.1

Procedures to select fellows:
4.6.1.1
Nominees must be a member in good
standing of ASC; for purposes of this committee,
a member in good standing is one who has paid dues
by 4/10 of the year in which the nomination will
be considered.
(5/1-2/86 Board Minutes at 5)
4.6.1.2
The Committee shall advertise for
nominations for Fellows in the CRIMINOLOGIST;

4.6.1.3
Names of all candidates shall be
circulated to all members of the Fellows
Committee;
4.6.1.4
Each member of the
select up to 5 nominees;

(

Committee shall

4.6.1.5
If any one name appears on all 5 lists,
only that name shall be submitted to the Executive
Board for consideration;
4.6.1.6
If no name appears on all 5 lists, the
Committee shall nominate the individual whose name
appears on the greatest number of lists.
(5/23/86 Board Minutes at 3)
4.6.1.7
(Note~
The above procedure was used by
the Committee that reported to the Board during
the 5/1-2/86 Board Meeting; see Board Minutes at
5)

4.7

Editorial Board (formerly Publications Committee)
4.7.1 Publications of the ASC shall use gender neutral
language.
(11/11/87 Board Minutes at 3)

(
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4.7.2 The Editorial Board shall have the authority to
decide whether ASC should exchange advertising with
other publications provided that no funds shall be
invo~ved.
(Board Minutes 2/26/83 at 8) .

( )

4.7.3 ASC shall pay the travel expenses of the
Editorial Board members for one meeting during the
course of the year between annual meetings.
(3-16-84
Board Minutes at 5).
4.7.4 The Editorial Board may, in consultation with
the publisher, and with Board approval, commission
intellectually stimulating works of major importance.
Each such work will be independently contracted, with
at least 50% of the royalties payable to the ASC and
the remainder equitably distributed among the editors
and/or authors of such works. The publisher will agree
in principle to publish an average of 2 such
distinguished works per annum, provided that the
Society and the publisher find that the standards of
quality have been achieved. Such works may cover the
entire range of intellectual activity in criminology.
ASC members will be entitled to significantly reduced
rates as agreed for such occasional publications.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 2).

(

4.8

Convention Site Selection Committee
4.8.1 Composition of Committee: The Convention Site
Selection Committee shall be comprised of a program
chair, the treasurer, and the ASC Administrator.
(5/1-2/86 Board Minutes at 4} (Note: A previous Board
meeting enacted the following policy: The committee
shall consist of 6 people, 2 from the previous
committee. The President shall determine who serves 3,
2, and 1 year terms and each succeeding President shall
replace 2 people on the committee each year.
2/26/83
Board Minutes at 7).
4.8.2 Name changed from Site Selection Committee at
2/23/85 Board Meeting.
4.8.3 The Convention Site Selection Committee is
charged with all aspects of site selection. The
Committee shall not pick hotels for more than 2 years
in advance. The Committee's findings shall be in the
form of recommendations to the Board.
(The 2 year rule
was used and noted in the 11/12/83 Board Minutes at 4;
enacted 2/23/85 Board Minutes at 5).
·
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4.8.4 The Convention Site Selection Committee shall
not explore the future sites without the prior approval
of the ASC Board or the ASC Board's Executive
Committee.
(11/12/83 Board Minutes at 4).

(

4.8.5 The Convention Site Selection Committee shall
evaluate the following characteristics for each site:
4.8.5.1
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

4.8.5.2

a)
b)

c)

d)

Part I.

Hotel Selection:

Adequacy of the "Break out" (meeting)
space;
Availability of sleeping room and
meeting space for the second week in
November;
Availability of meeting space from noon
on Wednesday through a full day on
Saturday, with registration and set up
space available on Wednesday morning;
Quality of the facilities;
Availability and adequacy of
administrative facilities, including a
book exhibit area which would be in the
center of the meeting space.
Part II. Site Selection:
Regional pattern of meeting sites,
roughly following the sequence: EastMidwest-East-West;
Cost and convenience of airline travel
to and from the city;
Cost and convenience of travel to and
from the hotel;
Availability of local university and
research facilities from which a local
arrangements committee could be drawn.
(5/2-3/86 Board Minutes at 2; revised
from 2/23/85 Board Minutes at 5)

(

4.8.6 The Convention Site Selection Committee should
be instructed in all negotiations with potential annual
meeting sites that contracts should include suites for
the President and the President-Elect and a room for
the Program Chair.
(unanimously passed, 11/8/88 Board
Minutes at 3)
4.9

National Policy Committee
4.9.1 The National Policy Committee shall facilitate
the process of developing Society policies and
procedures on substantive issues. The Committee shall
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(

devise and recommend position statements to the
Executive Board.
(discussed at Board meeting of
11/1/86, Board Minutes at 6)
4.10

Affirmative Action Committee
4.10.1 Ethnic Minority Fellowship: ASC should
establish a $12,000 ethnic minority fellowship to be
awarded by 4/1/89 to a black or Hispanic person
admitted to a doctoral program in Criminology or
Criminal Justice. The Executive Board shall devise
procedures for making this award.
A request for
contributions to this award shall be added to the
annual dues statement. (unanimously passed, 11/12/88
Board Minutes at 1)
4.10.2 The Affirmative Action Committee created earlier
as an ad hoc committee, was reconstituted as a standing
committee and directed to review and recommend
continuation of the Ethnic Minority Fellowship and
mechanisms to encourage minority participation in the
field. (3/18/89 Board Minutes at 4)

5.

ANNUAL MEETING
5.1

(

Advertising and Book Exhibit Committee
5.1.1 The Coordinator may serve consecutive terms.
(10/28/86 Board Minutes at 5)
5.1.2 The Society shall pay travel and room rate
accommodations for the Advertising and Book Exhibit
Coordinator.
(2/23/85 Board Minutes at 6)
5.1.3 There shall be a booth for joint journal
displays at the annual meeting.
(10/28/86 Board
Minutes at 5)
5.1.4 An exhibit booth shall be made available for the
price of $350.00; along with the booth the exhibitor
shall receive a free _banquet ticket.
(unanimously
passed, 11/12/88 Board Minutes at 2)

5.2

Non-Profit Journal Exhibit
5.2.1 At the discretion of the Program Chair and ~n a
space-available basis, exhibit space for nonprofit,
nongovernmental journals shall be provided. This
policy shall be reviewed after 2 years of experience.
Program Chairs shall provide reports of the experience
with this policy.
(11/11/87 Board Minutes at 2)
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5.3

Registration Refund Policy
5.3.1 Refunds for registration shall be allowed up to
one day before the beginning of the annual meeting.
(2/2~/85 Board Minutes at 7)

5.4

(

Banquet Overflow Refund
5.4.1 When the maximum number of persons that can be
accommodated at the banquet have registered for the
annual meeting, the registration fee for on-site
registrants shall be reduced by an amount commensurate
with the banquet fee.
(11/11/87 Board Minutes at 1)
5.4.2 If more than the maximum number of persons that
can be accommodated by the banquet with legitimate
banquet vouchers show up at the banquet, those who are
turned away shall receive a voucher in an amount
commensurate with the banquet fee.
(11/11/87 Board
Minutes at 1)

5.5

Allocation of Complimentary Rooms
5.5.1 The President, Program Chair, and ASC
Administrator shall determine how complimentary rooms
for the annual meeting shall be allocated.
(11/13/85
Board Minutes at 1)
(Note: A previous Board meeting
decided that the President and Treasurer shall
determine the allocation of meeting "perks" (ie., hotel
rooms, air fare) with the recommendation of the Program
Chair and shall report annually to the Board on who has
received the "perks".
3/16/84 Board Minutes at 6)

(

5.5.2 The distribution of complimentary rooms shall be
in the following order: 1) ASC Administrator; 2)
Sellin-Glueck Award winner; 3) Student Award winners;
4) Book Exhibit Administrator; and 5) remainder of the
rooms to be distributed at the President's discretion.
The President shall report this distribution at the
next Board meeting. - (passed 9 to 2, 11/8/88 Board
Minutes at 2)
5.6

Presidential -Address
5.6.1 The current President of ASC shall address the
membership in a plenary session at the annual meeting.
5.6.2 The Presidential Address shall be published in
CRIMINOLOGY.
(5/2-3/86 Board Minutes at 10)

(
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6.

ELECTIONS
6.1

Presentation of Slate
6.1.1 A slate of candidates shall be approved by the
Executive Board and presented to the membership.
If
the members want to nominate a person, this
person must obtain at least 35 nominations or the
support of 2-3% of the membership to be placed on the
ballot.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 6)

7.

SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS
7.1

CRIMINOLOGY
7.1.1 The Editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall be a member of
the Editorial Board (proposed but not enacted, 3-16-84
Board Minutes at 8; now a part of the ASC
constitution) .
7.1.2 The Editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall serve for one
three year term.
(5/2-3/86 Board Minutes at 5)
7.1.3 The incoming editor shall assume
responsibilities as of January 1, the year following
selection.
7.1.4

Selection of Editor:
7.1.4.1
The editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall be
selected by the Editorial Board.
7.1.4.2
Application: Applicants for Editor
shall submit with their application the nature and
extent of resources that the University will
provide for proofreading, copyediting, and
managing editor services.
(10/28/86 Board Minutes
at 3 -- not a motion but suggested by the
discussion)
7.1.4.3
A significant factor to consider in
selecting. the editor is the university resources
available for the journal. Resources include
$10,000 - $15,000, release time for the editor
from university responsibilities, size of the
faculty to assist the editor, such as in the
review process, collegial support.
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(

5.6.3 The Board reaffirmed the policy of publishing
the Presidential Address in CRIMINOLOGY with revisions.
The Board added that it will instruct Presidents and
editors accordingly. The Presidential Address will not
undergo peer review and the manuscript will be
clearly labeled as a Presidential Address to
distinguish it from articles that have undergone the
peer review process. (3/18/89 Board Minutes at 5)

(

5.7

Budget
5.7.1 The Chair shall present to the Board a budget
for the annual meeting at the midwinter Board meeting
preceding the annual meeting.
(5/1-2/87 Board Minutes
at 9)

5.8

Preregistration
5.8.1 The names of program participants who do not
preregister for the annual meeting shall be removed
from the program, except that the President may
authorize the inclusion of certain names, and the names
of specially invited persons shall be included in the
program.
(5}12/79 Board Minutes at 5)
5.8.2 All program registrants must pay their
preregistration fees by September 1 to have their names
appear on the final program.
(11/11/84 Board Minutes
at 5)

(

5.8.3 The ASC President may waive registration fees
but must report such waivers and the reasons for them
at the next Board meeting.
(motion passed 12 to 1,
11/8/88 Board minutes at 2)
5.9

Site - Selection
5.9.1 The President-Elect, Vice-President-Elect, the
Program Chair for the upcoming annual meeting and the
Chair of the Convention Site Selection Committee shall
devise criteria and procedures for site selection.
(11/13/85 Board Minutes at 2)
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6.

ELECTIONS
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SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS
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7.1.1 The Editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall be a member of
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7.1.2 The Editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall serve for one
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7.1.3 The incoming editor shall assume
responsibilities as of January 1, the year following
selection.
7.1.4

Selection of Editor:
7.1.4.1
The editor of CRIMINOLOGY shall be
selected by the Editorial Board.
7.1.4.2
Application: Applicants for Editor
shall submit with their application the nature and
extent of resources that the University will
provide for proofreading, copyediting, and
managing editor services.
(10/28/86 Board Minutes
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review process, collegial support.
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7.1.5

(

Selection of publisher

7.1.5.1
When a new publisher for CRIMINOLOGY is
.sought, each Executive Board member shall receive
a copy of the draft contract for review and shall
express concerns to the President and PresidentElect. They, in turn, shall appoint a committee
to review the draft contract with the concerns of
the Executive Board in mind and shall report back
to the Executive Board at its next regularly
scheduled meeting.
(11/6/84 Board Minutes at 2).
7.1.6

Selection of papers for publication
7.1.6.1
Papers presented on a small number of
"Blue Ribbon Panels" at the annual meeting may be
automatically given consideration for publication
in CRIMINOLOGY.
(5/2-3/86 Board Minutes at 8)

7.1.6.2
The editor of CRIMINOLOGY should invite
the first place winner of the Gene Carte
competition to submit the winning paper for
consideration for publication.
(11/14/87 Board
Minutes at 4).
7.1.7

Requests for funds
7.1.7.1
The Editor of CRIMINOLOGY may request
additional funds to assist with the managing
editor position. _ (10/28/86 Board Minutes at 2)

(

7.1.8

Associate and Assistant Editors
7.1.8.1
The Associate and Assistant Editors
shall include ethnographic editors, and
minorities.
(5/1-2/86 Board Minutes at 6)
7.1.8.2
Associate Editors shall be members of
ASC in good standing (proposed but not enacted 316-84 at 1).
7.1.8.3
The institutional affiliation of journal
editorial board members shall be listed in the
journal.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 2).
7.1.8.4
No more than 10% of the Associate
Editors should be from the same institution. All
Associate Editors must be ASC members in good
standing and efforts should be made to increase
the number of women, minorities, and schools
outside the u.s. to achieve disciplinary diversity
of the board.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 2).
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7.1.5
(

Selection of publisher

7.1.5.1
When a new publisher for CRIMINOLOGY is
.sought, each Executive Board member shall receive
a copy of the draft contract for review and shall
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7.1.9 The Society reaffirmed its policy to publish the
journal itself. (3/18/89 Board Minutes at 6)
7.2

THE CRIMINOLOGIST
7.2.1 [A motion was defeated that the CRIMINOLOGIST be
officially recognized as a publication of the Society
in the By-Laws under the Publications heading (favor =
4; opposed= 9, 3/16/84 Board Minutes at 7)].
7.2.2

Editor:
7.2.2.1
The Editor of the CRIMINOLOGIST shall be
an ex officio member of the Editorial Board.
(4/25/88 Board meeting) [Note: A motion was
defeated that the editor of THE CRIMINOLOGIST be
made a member of the Editorial Board (favor = 2;
opposed= 11, 3/16/84 Board Minutes at 7) ].
7.2.2.2
The Editor of THE CRIMINOLOGIST shall be
appointed for a three year term. This term shall
begin on January 1 following the appointment.
(11/3/82 Board Minutes at 3; reaffirmation of
appointment for a three year term upon
recommendation of the Editorial Board but with no
mention of a starting date, passed by unanimous
vote, 11/12/88 Board Minutes at 4).

(

7.2.3 There shall be no cartoons in THE CRIMINOLOGIST.
(5/1-2/86 Board Minutes at 7)
7.2.4 A synopsis of Board activities shall be
published in THE CRIMINOLOGIST.
(11/14/87 Board
Minutes at 2).

8.

ADVERTISING
8.1 There shall be no ad~ertising accompanying any regular
ASC mailings except for publications for which the Board has
approved advertising -- the journal, newsletter and annual
meeting.
(3/16/84 Board Minutes at 12)
8.2 There shall be no advertising accompanying official
mailings of the Society.
(5/2-3/86 Board Minutes at 9)

(
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9.

(

PROVIDING ASC MEMBERSHIP MAILING LIST
9.1 The ASC Membership mailing list shall not be provided
to the Corporate Crime Reporter.
(unanimously passed,
11/8/88 Board Minutes at 4)
9.2 The President has discretion to determine the
organizations and persons to whom the Society mailing list
will be sent.
(3/18/89 Board Minutes at 12)

10

MEMBERSHIP
10.1 There shall be a category of membership of husband-wife
life membership. (5/12/79 Board Minutes at 1)

11.

DIVISIONS
11.1 Division dues shall be collected by the ASC Treasurer
who will maintain a list of each division's members,
disburse funds solely for division use in accord with both
the Division and ASC constitutions, and report these
transactions to the ASC Executive Board. (11/3/82 Board
Minutes at 2)
11.2 Each Division shall be authorized to name a member to
the Program Committee. (11/3/82 Board Minutes at 2)

(

11.3 Each Division shall prepare a constitution that is
consistent with that of the ASC.
(11/3/82 Board Minutes at
2) •

12.

DUES
12.1 Dues for a Life Membership in ASC usually shall be paid
in one lump sum, but may be accepted over a two year period
under certain circumstances.
(2/26/83 Board Minutes at 1).

13.

ASC ADMINISTRATOR
13.1 The Executive Board shall determine the salary and any
salary increases for the ASC Administrator.
(11/14/87 Board
Minutes at 3)
13.2 A retirement fund of 10% of current salary with an
option for contributions by the employee shall be
established effective November 1, 1988 for the ASC
Administrator.
(unanimously approved 11/8/88 Board Minutes
at 1)
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14.

RESOLUTIONS

14.1 Resolutions passed by those in attendance at the Annual
Business Meeting shall be referred to the Executive Board
for the Board's consideration and action. The Executive
Board may act on these resolutions or may refer them to the
National Policy Committee for consideration and
recommendations to the Board at the next Board meeting.
The
Executive Secretary shall summarize and publish these
resolutions along with an explanation of the Board's action
in a subsequent issue of the CRIMINOLOGIST.
(11/14/87 Board
Minutes at 5).

15.

POSSIBLE POLICIES

15.1 The following section describes briefly some of the
Board's discussions or practices the Board has followed as
outlined in Board Minutes during the time frame covered by
these notes. Although sometimes implemented after
discussion, these practices have not formally been enacted
into Society policy by Board vote. Current and future
Boards should view these discussions as indicative of the
Board's sentiment on an issue at one point in time and as
the basis for future policies.

(

15.2 Committees
15.2.1 Multiyear appointments: The Executive Board may
appoint persons to the same committee for more than one
year.
Committees that would especially benefit by this
policy include the Convention Site Selection Committee,
Editorial Board. The vice chair of each committee may
then succeed to be the chair of the committee when the
chair's term on the committee expires.
(11/16/85 Board
Minutes at 3; discussed again at 5/2-3/86 Board
Minutes at 5); and again at 5/1-2/87 Board Minutes at
2)

15.2.2 Criteria for Nominations Committee in selecting
nominees for ASC offices:
15.2.2.1 Persons currently serving on the Board
cannot b~ nominated for another office if their
terms of office on the Board will not expire
before they assume the office for which they are
nominated;
15.2.2.2 Members of the current Nominations
Committee shall not be nominated for an office,

(
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14.

RESOLUTIONS

14.1 Resolutions passed by those in attendance at the Annual
Business Meeting shall be referred to the Executive Board
for the Board's consideration and action. The Executive
Board may act on these resolutions or may refer them to the
National Policy Committee for consideration and
recommendations to the Board at the next Board meeting.
The
Executive Secretary shall summarize and publish these
resolutions along with an explanation of the Board's action
in a subsequent issue of the CRIMINOLOGIST.
(11/14/87 Board
Minutes at 5).

15.

POSSIBLE POLICIES

15.1 The following section describes briefly some of the
Board's discussions or practices the Board has followed as
outlined in Board Minutes during the time frame covered by
these notes. Although sometimes implemented after
discussion, these practices have not formally been enacted
into Society policy by Board vote. Current and future
Boards should view these discussions as indicative of the
Board's sentiment on an issue at one point in time and as
the basis for future policies.

(

15.2 Committees
15.2.1 Multiyear appointments: The Executive Board may
appoint persons to the same committee for more than one
year.
Committees that would especially benefit by this
policy include the Convention Site Selection Committee,
Editorial Board. The vice chair of each committee may
then succeed to be the chair of the committee when the
chair's term on the committee expires.
(11/16/85 Board
Minutes at 3; discussed again at 5/2-3/86 Board
Minutes at 5); and again at 5/1-2/87 Board Minutes at
2)

15.2.2 Criteria for Nominations Committee in selecting
nominees for ASC offices:
15.2.2.1 Persons currently serving on the Board
cannot b~ nominated for another office if their
terms of office on the Board will not expire
before they assume the office for which they are
nominated;
15.2.2.2 Members of the current Nominations
Committee shall not be nominated for an office,

(
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15.2.2.3 Nominees shall be persons currently in
good standing in ASC;
-15.2.2.4 Qualifications for office shall include
recognition in criminology, either academic or
applied, and participation and service in ASC.
(These criteria appear to be used by succeeding
committees, eg., 11/12/83 Board Minutes at 1;
11/16/85 Board Minutes at 3)
15.2.3 Awards Committee: Only individuals, not
institutions, shall be considered as candida~es for any
award.
(5/1-2/86 Board Minutes at 4).
15.3 Program Format for Annual Meeting
15.3.1 Increase use of breakfast, luncheon, and dinner
roundtables with participants named in the program;
15.3.2 create a small number of "Blue Ribbon Panels"
identified as such in the program;

( )

15.3.3 Create "Poster Sessions" with presenters and
papers identified in the program.
(5/2-3/86 Board
Minutes at 8)
15.4 convention Site Selection Committee
15.4.1 The
minimum of
which they
Minutes at

committee shall look for meeting space at a
2 years in advance of the annual meeting for
are looking for a site.
(5/1-2/86 Board
3)

15.4.2 To generate interest among ASC members, the
Convention Site Selection Committee should consider
conducting a survey of the membership to determine
where the annual meeting should be held in two years .
(4/25/88 Board meeting)
15.5 Student Competition
15.5.1 In order to encourage participation and to make
this experience a meaningful learning experience, the
Student Awards Committee shall provide written feedback
to each student who submitted a paper to the Gene Carte
competition and whose paper was not selected as a
winning paper.
(4/25/88 Board meeting)
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15.6 Voting
15.6.1 Members in good standing:
"15.6.1.1 To maintain membership in good standing,
an ASC member must pay annual dues by April 30 of
each year. Members who have not paid dues by this
time shall not be considered as members in good
standing and shall lose their privileges to
vote,to nominate others for office, or to hold
office in ASC. Upon payment of dues,
disenfranchised members shall be reinstated as
members in good standing with all the rights and
privileges accorded to such members. (4/25/88
Board meeting)
15.6.1.2 If ballots are mailed prior to 4/30 of
any year, those persons who have not yet paid
their dues for the current year shall receive a
statement to this effect along with the ballot.
The statement shall say that they are not members
in good standing and may not vote in the current
election unless dues are either mailed in along
with the ballot or mailed in separately.
15.7 THE CRIMINOLOGIST
15.7.1 Selection of the Editor:
To ensure a smooth
transition between editors and to maximize the
continuity and understanding regarding the operations
of THE CRIMINOLOGIST, the new editor should be selected
during the early part of the outgoing editor's third
year as follows:
15.7.1.1 The ASC Vice-President and Chair c the
Editorial Board shall announce a request for
applications for a new editor in the
CRIMINOLOGIST, no later than January of the year
in which the new editor shall be selected.
Applicants shall submit proposals to the Chair of
the Editorial Board. Applicants shall be
encouraged to contact the current editor of THE
CRIMINOLOGIST to ascertain the responsibilities
and commitment required to carry out the duties of
this office.· Applications shall include a
statement of the applicant's writing experience,
editorial experience, university resources that
will be committed to the effort, personal
commitment to the newsletter, and any additional
information the Vice-President and Editorial Boa r d
require to select the editor.
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15.7.1.2 The Editorial Board shall review
proposals and submit its recommendation for a new
editor along with the reasons for its selection to
the Executive Board at the midwinter Board
.meeting. Among the factors the committee shall
consider in its selection of an editor are: the
extent of the applicant's prior writing, editorial
experience, university resources and support,
commitment to ASC, and personal commitment to
maintain the highest standards and integrity of
the newsletter to promote the welfare of ASC.
15.7.1.3 Based upon the recommendations of the
Editorial Board, the Executive Board shall select
the editor of THE CRIMINOLOGIST at the midwinter
meeting. The Executive Secretary shall notify
both the incumbent and the newly selected editor
of this decision directly following the midwinter
meeting. The newly selected editor shall work
closely with the incumbent from this time until
January 1 of the following year, when the new
editor shall take over the responsibilities as
editor of THE CRIMINOLOGIST.
15.7.1.4 When the Editorial Board has received
the application from only one candidate for the
position of editor of THE CRIMINOLOGIST by the
deadline date and the application does not include
a letter of support from the chair or dean of the
university, the Editorial Board shall accept this
application provided that the applicant submits
such a letter of support. If such a letter is not
forthcoming, the Editorial Board may either extend
the deadline date for receipt of applications, or
readvertise for the position.
(11/16/85 Board
Minutes at 2)
In this event, the Editorial Board
shall recommend the name of an Editor to the
Executive Board at its first meeting in November.

(

15.7.1.5 In the event that the Executive Board
has not selected a new editor by the annual
meeting, the Executive Board may reappoint the
current editor, if this editor is willing to
serve, to continue in this capacity for another
year until the review process can be renewed and
completed again.
(passed unanimously,
11/12/88
Board Minutes at 4)

10/89

(
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APPENDIX B

(

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
(

AJ:MINISTRATOR
JOB DESCRIPI'ION

The

of the Admirist~ato~ a~e to ove~see the day-to-day
Society office. The ~erson Ln this position must krow all
ar.d the ove~all ope~ations of the office ar.d the Society.
is ~es~onsible fo~:

~es~orsibilities

o~eratiors of the
office ~r-ocedu~es

The

AdmLnist~ator

1.

Ob"Tf'ICE MANAGEMENI'
Coordiratirg the wo~k of the oft' ice wd seeirg that all deadlires a..""e met.
Pu~chasing all supplies ~d har.dlin3 all printLng matte~s -- letterheads,
envelopes, brochures, office ~uipment, programs, etc. P~epar~g ar.d
coo~inating 4uestionnai~es to Society membe~s when necessary.
Ma~tairs
inventory ~eco~d of equipment, journals, newsletters, brochures,
membership directories, ar.d office supplies.
Tyyin~ corres~or.derce fo~ tne ~esident, Vice ~esident, Executive
Secretary, T~easu~r, ASC Committee Chairs, ASC Division Chairs,
AdvertisLng and Marketin~ Manager, and Annual Meeting ~ogram Chair.

Handlir6, inde~nder.tly, all routine teleyhone inquiries about Society
activities, membership, and the like.

(

Handlir1g irdepende!!tly, all routine office
Society activities wd policies.

corres~ondence

conceroing

Maintaining the Society files.
2.

FINANCIAL
Paying all bills, preparing the payroll and maintaLning payroll records,
fil1ng ~roll reports wd 4uarterly and annual tax reports. Maintair.Lng
the Society's ~cords and books and assisting in t~-"le p~paring of monthly
and yearly financial reports. Preya~s bwk deposits for each of the
Society's accounts: membership, jourr.al subscriptions, journal submission
fees, advertising ~d marketLn 6 , annual meetLng, etc. Assists the
Treasurer and ~~ance Committee in the preparation of the annual budget.

3.

l'llEMBERSHIP

Ma:!..r.tains membership records of the Society. P!'e!Jares ar.d distributes
annual dues statement to members plus second and fLnal notices. Invoices
members where r~uested. ~epares and distributes welccming letters to
new members, along with relevant Society materials. ~e~ares mailLng
labels quarterly for JOurnal distribution and bi-monthly for newsletter
distribution. Pulfills ard invoices r~uests for the sale of mernbe~hi!J
mailing labels to publishers ard ~dividuals. ~epares ru1nual Membershi!J
Directory and distributes to membership. Prepares wd distributes ~rual
election ballot rna.te~ials to rk·mbership.

4.

SCCIErY JOURNAL
MaL~tains lib~a~y subsc~iption ~co~ds fo~ quarte~ly jou~al.

This

encompasses invoicL~g subsc~ibers, p~e~a~ing mail~g labels fo~ p~ir.te~'s
dist~ibution to mernbe~ship and lib~a~y subsc~ibe~s, and mailing supplement
issues to membe~s and subsc~ibers once the jou~al has been mailed by the
v~inte~.
P~evares and dist~ibutes jou~al b~ochu~e fo~ marketing
.f:.iUr~oses.
Invoices and rnair.tains adve~tising ~coros for the JOur-ral.

5.

(

SCCIEI'Y NE.WSIEITER

Assists the editor ir. com~ilir.g material fo~ the bi-monthly r.ewslette~.
Pre!)8.~es invoices for individual subsc~iptions to the newsletter.
Invoices and maintains advertisir.g records for the newsletter. Prepares
membership mail~g labels and distributes the newsletter from the ASC
Executive Office. Works with the edito~ and p~inte~ in the final des~
of the newslette~.

6.

ANNUAL MEFI'ING

with the P~og~am Chair in the p~paratian of the annual meeting
Designs and executes the call fo~ papers, flyers, and ~elevant
meeting materials of the program for mailLng to the program participants,
ASC members, and requests for meeting rnate~ials. Types the final p~ogram
and program proceedings (abst~acts). Obtains estimates fo~ the final
~rogrnm and works with the p~inter' in the final ~reparation of the
pr'Ogr'am (numbers to be pr'inted, type of paper', cove~ stock to be used,
shipnent of .t)~Ogr'am to meetL~g site, etc.). Pre-~egist~ation: Maintairs
~egistr'ation reco~ds, tour' rese~ations where applicable, p~epares name
badges for' pre-regist~ants and meeting packets for on-site dist~ibution.
Coo~dinates meeting arr'angements with Progr'am Chai~ and Local Arrangements
Corrmittee. On-site:
Over'sees regist~ation staff and student volunteers.
Recoros ~egistretions, prepares name badges, receipts and respo!1sible fo~
all monies collected at the meeting. Coo~1l1ates audio-visual equipments
~quests fo~ meet1l1g par'tici.l,lants.
Prepares material for' Per'son!1el
Employment Exchange Committee and assists in setting u~ the Exchange
office dur1l1g the le.'1gth of the annual meeting. Assists .Preside!1t 1l1
planning the Presidential Cocktail Party -- preparing and mail1l1g ·
invitations and c6o~inat1l1g cate~1l1g with hotel staff and Local
Arr-angemetns Comn1 ttee.
Wo~ks

v~ogrnm.

7.

(

ASC DMSIONS

Mai!1tains D1 vision financ_ial and rnembe~ship ~eco~s. Prepares ma111l1g
labels for' Division newsletter dist~ibution. Prepares and distr'ibutes
Division election ballots and ~elevant mate~ials.
8.

ASC C<J11MI'ITEES

Assists President and President~Elect in p~e~aretion of committee
assignments. P~epa~s co~~espondence for' President and Pr'esident-Elect to
Cornmlttee ap~ointments. Assists committees 1l1 the p~paration of
materials to be dist~ibuted to membe~shi~. Se~es on the Site Selection
Committee ir. the selection of annual meeting site fo~ submission to the
Executive &:>a~.

~

Board meeting may vote by written proxy given either to the
President or to any other Board member.

However, proxy voting is

(

limited to individuals who have been given specific instructions
on how to vote on specific issues.
To facilitate Board members understanding the issues and to
expedite the meeting, the Society Administrator or Executive
Secretary sends all Board members any documents to be viewed at
the forthcoming , meeting and the agenda not less than ten days
prior to scheduled Board meetings.
All members may attend Executive Board meetings.

However,

in practice, usually only Board members, Committee Chairs,
members with business before the Board, and invited guests attend
these meetings.
The Society pays the travel costs and reasonable expenses of
Board members for the Midwinter Meeting;

Board members pay their

own expenses for the Annual Meeting.
3.2

The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee consists of the President,
President-Elect, Executive Secretary, and Treasurer.

The purpose

of this Committee· is to act on behalf of the Board at the
President's request, between Executive Board meetings if pressing
business arises.

When convened, the Committee usually carr i es

out its duties by

tele~~on~

and/or correspondence.

It reports

all activities and decisions to the Executive Board at the
Board's next regularly scheduled meeting.
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9.

ASC EXECuriVE BOARD MEETINGS
Assists P~esiqe~t 1r plarr~g Executive Board meetirgs; i.e., hotel
selectior1, meetL,.,g ~oom a:-:-are;ements, meru selection, slee!Ji!'~ room
accaunoaatiors, and t:-avel a:-rargeme~ts. Prepares pre-Board meetirg
mate::--ials for dist:-ibution to the Board members ard recor-ds the mirutes of
the Boa:-d meetir6.

10. ADVERTISING AND

MARKh~ING

Assists Adve:-tis1rg ~d Ma:-ketir6 Coordinator. P:-epares adve:-tisL,.,g
material for distribution to aiJproximately 200 publishers. Coordir.ates
adve:-tising re~uests for jourral a11d rewsletter. Prepa:-es invoices for
JOU~al, rewsletter and annual meetL11g advertising and all bank
t:-ansactions. CoordL,.,ates annual meeting book exhibit shipment to hotel
site.

(

(

APPENDIX C

(

COMMITTEE GUIDELINES

(
1.

INTRODUCTI~N

1.1 At the Board's meeting during the Annual Meeting in
1987, the Board directed that the Constitution and By-Laws
Committee devise a set of guidelines to guide Board officers
and committees in carrying ou ttheir duties. The following
guidelines were approved by the Board at its 1988 Midwinter
Meeting.
1.2 These guidelines include five sections: purpose, duties
of the President-Elect, duties of the Chairperson, duties of
the committee, and year-end reports. A section of the
duties of the President-Elect is included because these
duties are not memorialized anywhere.
1.3 The intent of the guidelines is to provide consistency
across committees and continuity within each committee over
successive years. The intent is not to impose a rigid
structure on committees. However, some structure, such as
required deadlines and a year-end report, and some attention
to order are required to ensure that the work gets done in a
timely and reasonable manner.

(

1.4 These guidelines reflect some of the key points raised
in section 52 of Robert's Rules of Order: Revised (1979),
as well as suggestions based on my own experience as both a
committee member and a committee Chair.

2.

PURPOSE
2.1

(

The purposes of these guidelines are to:
2.1.1 enhance the continuity between different
committees of ASC;
2.1.2 enhance the continuity within each committee over
successive years;
2.1.3 provide incoming committees with an understanding
of the work of the committee the previous year and
guidance for the current year;
2.1.4 create a record of the activities of each
committee that will be maintained at the ASC national
office.

3.

DUTIES OF THE PRESIDENT-ELECT
3.1 Appointments of chairpersons and committee members for
incoming committee are made by the President-Elect.
3.2 At least three months prior to the annual meeting, the
President-Elect shall:
3.2.1 notify each incoming committee member and each
incoming chairperson of the appointment to this
position; and
·

(

3.2.2 provide each incoming committee member and each
incoming chairperson with a list of the names,
addresses, and phone numbers of all committee members
appointed.

4.

DUTIES OF THE CHAIRPERSON
4.1 The chairperson ·shall_ contact each member of the
committee prior to the annual meeting and shall ensure that
each member has agreed to serve on the committee. In the
event that a committee member declines to serve and has not
informed the President-Elect, it shall be the duty of the
chairperson to so inform the President-Elect, so that the
President-Elect may appoint another committee member as a
replacement before the annual meeting.
4.2 The chairperson shall convene the committee at the
annual ASC meeting.

(
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4.3 The chairperson shall contact each committee member
prior to the annual meeting to set up a convenient time and
place to meet at the annual ASC meeting.
4.3 If the chairperson fails to set up a time and place to
meet at the annual ASC meeting, any two committee members
shall assemble the committee at the annual meeting.
4.4 The committee chairperson should take an active, lead
role in developing the discussions and activities of t : ~ e
committee.
4.5 The chairperson shall act as the secretary of the
committee unless the chairperson appoints or the committee
elects another person.
'
4.6 The chairperson shall prepare and submit the year-end
report to the Executive Secretary.

s.

(

DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE
5.1 In general Robert's Rules of Order shall govern
committee meetings. However, formalities such as motions to
close or limit debate, limitations on the number of times a
member may speak, rising to address the chair, seconds on
motions, etc. are not required.
5.2 Unless otherwise agreed to by general consent, all
questions must be put to a vote.
5.3 If a committee is asked to write or to review a report,
after the paper has been accepted by the committee members,
the committee shall adopt it as their report and shall
direct the chairperson or some other person to present it to
the Executive Board.
5.4 When committees are appointed to investigate or to
report on certain matters, the report should close with or
should be accompanied by one or more formal resolutions that
cover all recommendations, so that when the report is made
to the Executive Board the only motion required is one to
adopt the resolutions. The report may consist simply of one
or more resolutions. The preparation of resolutions to
carry out the recommendations of the committee is one of the
most important duties of the committee.
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6.

YEAR-END REPORT
6.1

On or .before mid-October of the year following the
appointmen~ of the committee, the chairperson shall submit
to the Executive Secretary a report of the work of the
committee during the year. At a minimum, this year-end
report shall include the following information:

(

6.1.1 the name of the committee;
6.1.2 the year the committee served

(~,

1988-89);

6.1.3 the names, addresses, phone numbers and
affiliations of each committee member;
6.1.4 a brief synopsis of each of the activities
undertaken and each of the issues discussed during the
year;
6.1.5 a brief description of any relevant background
information as to why the issue or activity was
undertaken and its significance for ASC;
6.1.6 if the committee dealt with issues, a statement
as to whether each issue was resolved and how it was
resolved;
6.1.7 a list of any outstanding issues or activities
and any additional issues or activities that the
incoming committee should consider;
6.1.8 recommendations for handling the unresolved
issues or activities that remain.
6.2 This report shall be maintained at the ASC national
office, and shall be sent along with a copy of these
guidelines to the incoming chairperson prior to the annual
meeting at which this person begins to serve.
10/13/89
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National Policy Committee:

Procedures and Guidelines

(

The ASC Board has determined that public stances on relevant social
issues should be limited principally to those issues for which there is
substantial empirical evidence. Such evidence should be accumulated in
connection with resolutions to the annual business meeting, the Board, or
the National Policy Committee. In general, the steps for moving an issue
toward a flnal policy statement are as follows:
a. Issues are referred to the National Policy Committee by the Executive Board, Divisions, ASC members, or the NPC itself.
b. NPC determines whether or not an issue warrants further investigation. If not, it rejects it for stated reasons.
c. An accepted issue is subject to "investigation" which may include
submitted statements, position papers, and accumulation of relevant
empirical data.
d. NPC recorrunends action to the Board (including specified
dissemination targets). Non-approval stops the action. Approval
leads to publication of relevant materials and/or resolutions in the
newsletter and, where timely, in the convention program as agenda
material.
e. The Business Meeting attendees vote on the issue, this vote being
advisory and transmitted to the Board (or Executive Corrunittee) for
flnal decision. Implementation is in the hands of the President.

APPENDIX D
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